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Propositions to organize networking in Axes 1 and 2 from 

the point of view of an agricultural administration in 

Nordrhein-Westfalen (Germany)

Chamber of Agriculture of NRW, 

(main interests in EAFRD):

Foto: Europakarte mit 

NRW 

*  Approval Authority EAFRD (Axes 1 and 2)

*  EU Paying Authority (EAFRD Axes 1 – 4)

*  Advisory service
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Comparisme of possible approaches of networking between

the axes 1 and 2 to Leader (Axes 4)

(1)Basic conditions NRW-Program „Rural Areas“

Axes 1 and 2:

Beginning / during the funding period:

*  Validity of the same measures; no problem-solving measures for the 

individuum / the farmer

*  Restrictive behaviour of the approval authorities for fear of the EU

Problem-solving measures will arise when there will be a reconception
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(1) General conditions

Leader (Axes 4)

• Conceptual-strategic approach for Rural development 

•* (bottum-up-process) open up new scopes for design corresponding to the area

(2)  Comparability of the programs

Axes 1 and 2

Focus and ways to achieve the objectives are very different in Germany

Leader (Axis 4)

*  Strategic Approach: EAFRD measures or projects related to the objecitves of this 

measures

*  Adaptation of the Rural Development Concept is possible
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Conclusion: Comparism possible approaches of networking

between axes 1 and 2 to Leader (axes 4)

*  Networking in Axes 4 were successful

*  Rural actors needs to be supported in networking. This should not 

only be the task of the National Rural Networks

Axes 1 and 2

*  Networking of the beneficiaries (Agricultural Companies, others) on the 

lines of Leader seems to be less successful
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Which approach / themes from Leader / INTERREG are useful 

for Axes 1 and 2 ?

Transnational Cooperation in Leader

For Axes 1 and 2 limited imaginable (For example: ESF-educational project,

Essen, Germany)

Exchange of best-practices of seminars und conferences

(1) Level beneficaries of fundings 

(2) * It makes only sence for the single rural actor in exceptional case

*    professional executing units: very useful in the sence of reaching the 

objectives of the EAFRD in the Rural Development Programs of the Member 

States as well as for the planning of the next funding period
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Exchange of best-practices during seminars and Conferences (2)

(2)  On the level of advisors of public services:

in terms of the feedback to the programm planing units in the countries

(3)  On the administrative level (approval and paying authorities)

Questions: how do the Member States carry out their measures, also regarding 

the administrative behaviour (ELAN, KKL) and how to make it more effective);

transparency concerning the extent / content of the national rules  - which are 

essential? 

Essential and promising; Experiences should be used by the National Rural 

Networks 

(4)  Level politics
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Publications

*  No priority 

*  Learning effect regarding face-to-face-communication is higher


